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m Desertion. A Departure. Such was the strength and independence of the Turkish tribes that the Persian and Egyptian monarchs were in danger of being oppressed even by a single Cossack regiment. Desertion. A Departure. Such was the strength and independence of the Turkish tribes that the Persian and Egyptian monarchs were in danger of being oppressed even by a single Cossack regiment.The
Turkoman were, however, utterly incorrigible and the only possible thing was to take hostages from the whole of that tribe; some of the tribes could not be thus treated, however. they were in too strong a position. It was impossible to secure the fidelity of whole villages and take hostages from men, women and children. all these results that one achieved by the desertion of a single family or a single
Cossack unit.After that, the holy war or jihâdin was settled on the spot of their abode. On the bank of the Terek River we found the encampment of the Sultan Murâd Khan, the Sultan of the Turkomans, Maksud Khan, the Sultan of the Munasifs, and also a few hundred families of the Osmanlis. During a three days' stay in these regions, with every care and attention, we prepared a report for the
Persian Government. These were: War. The desertion of the Sultan of the Munasifs; some Turkoman chiefs who had been captured as hostages and were kept in the Zirab castle; some who had been captured in the battle of Golkeslm and were kept in the prison of Kasan. We collected all these prisoners of war and, by our reports to the Persian authorities, strengthened the guarantee of the stability of
these regions. And the Persian Government permitted us to take with us not only women and children, but even our camels, providing them with the best fodder. War. The desertion of the Sultan of the Munasifs; some Turkoman chiefs who had been captured as hostages and were kept in the Zirab castle; some who had been captured in the battle of Golkeslm and were kept in the prison of Kasan.We
collected all these prisoners of war and, by our reports to the Persian authorities, strengthened the guarantee of the stability of these regions. And the Persian Government 82157476af
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